
Your Complete Power Solution
Lithium battery technology is improving the way the industrial motive power market is conducting business.  
The PD LiTHIUM battery offers an efficient and productive power alternative, with extended run times and 
excellent charging capabilities designed specifically for the ruggedness of the material handling market. 
Power Designers Sibex offers a fully plug-and-play solution, satisfying existing forklift configurations.

PD LiTHIUM batteries are safer, less toxic, and more 
energy efficient with significantly longer cycle life 
than lead acid batteries. Power Designers Sibex gives 
customers a complete lithium battery and charger system, 
ensuring the maximum degree of efficiency, reliability, 
convenience and value.

Your Engineered  
Power Solution Provider

Features

Innovative Modular Lithium Batteries
FOR THE MATERIAL HANDLING INDUSTRY 
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Power Designers Sibex reserves the right to incorporate 
design and material changes without notice.

Design features, materials of construction and 
dimensional data are provided for your information only 

and should not be relied upon unless confirmed from 
Power Designers Sibex.

Power Designers Sibex
www.powerdesigners.com

Complete Battery and Charger Package
The PD LiTHIUM batteries takes only up to 4 hours in a 24 
hour day to charge which means reduced downtime and 
no need for extra batteries. In addition, the trucks perform 
at 100% throughout the entire discharge cycle and can be 
recharged at any time.  PD LiTHIUM batteries do not require 
cooling down between charging or time for equalization. 

PD LiTHIUM batteries are made up of  innovative lithium 
cells that are assembled into engineered modules to 
provide customers with their required voltages and 
Ah capacities. With exceptional charging efficiency, the 
PD LiTHIUM battery allows operators to spend more time 
moving products, and less time charging. 

PD LiTHIUM Advantages
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